With the current global, Covid-19 pandemic it’s vital for us all (all clients, myself and our respective families) that I am
adhering to the latest government guidelines to keep everyone safe.
Please therefore, have a read of the below guidelines which I will be following for all of your appointments.
th

Last Update: 7 April 2021
•

I will be doing a Rapid Lateral Flow Test before each appointment and only continuing with the appointment if
the result of the test is negative. If I was to received a positive test result and the appointment is a wedding
day which cannot be rescheduled, then in accordance with my standard T&Cs and as in the event of any
severe illness preventing me to work, you would be offered an alternative makeup artist or a full refund.

•

th

From the 9 April everyone in the UK will be able to access Rapid Lateral Flow Tests and I would like to
request, where possible that clients take a Rapid Lateral Flow Test before our appointment. In accordance
with government guidance you would be required to self-isolate if your test is positive. If you have a positive
test result I cannot continue with our appointment, however this can be rescheduled subject to my availability.
There will be no charge for rescheduling the appointment due to a positive Coronavirus test.

•

I will be contacting you ahead of your appointment to ensure that you are not displaying any symptoms or risk
factors for Covid-19. You will be asked the following questions:
Have you or anyone in your household had a positive Covid-19 test in the last 14 days?
Have you had the recent onset of a new, continuous cough?
Do you have a high temperature (37.8 degrees or above)?
Have you noticed a loss of, or change in, normal sense of taste or smell?
Have you, or anyone in your household, in the last 14 days returned from an overseas location requiring you
to self isolate in accordance with government guidelines?
Are you currently required to self isolate in accordance with government guidelines?
If your answer to any of the above statements is “Yes” then we will need to reschedule your appointment,
subject to my availability. There will be no charge for rescheduling the appointment for answering “yes” to any
of the above questions.

•

If at any stage the answer to any of the above questions for me is “Yes”, then we will also need to reschedule
the appointment. If the appointment is a wedding day which cannot be rescheduled, then in accordance with my
standard T&Cs and as in the event of any severe illness preventing me to work, you would be offered an
alternative makeup artist or a full refund.

•

At the start of the appointment I will take mine & your (the client’s) temperatures using a non-contact, digital
thermometer. If either of us has a high temperature (37.8 degrees or above) then the appointment cannot go
ahead and will need to be rescheduled, subject to my availability.

•

If a client or anyone in the household/working area is seemingly displaying Covid-19 symptoms, such as, but
not limited to a continuous, unexplained cough (e.g. not asthma), then I reserve the right to discontinue the
appointment at any time. The appointment can then be rescheduled, subject to my availability.

•

To reduce risks for us all, I would like to request that trials are ideally held for the bride only, unless any
additional bridal party have specific needs such as allergies or sensitivities. Any bridal party who would
ordinarily have liked a trial (but do not have specific requirements meaning a trial is not essential) can discuss
their ideals with me either on the wedding day itself prior to makeup application or in advance over the phone
or email.

•

Social distancing measures, in accordance with government guidelines must be adhered to at all times,
wherever possible.
This means that trials are ideally be carried out with only the client present – if you have anyone who would
like to be there for your trial, they will need to be a distance of 2 metres away at all times.
On the wedding day itself, wherever possible only the client having makeup applied at that time should be in the
room where makeup prep is being carried out. Additional persons such as bridal party, photographers or venue
staff will be required to maintain the required 2 metre distance if possible. If these persons are wearing Type
II PPE (medical grade face masks) then this distance can be reduced to 1 metre. Cloth masks do not offer the
same protection (as Type II masks) and therefore anyone wearing a cloth mask will still need the 2 metre
distance to be maintained.

•

Ideally, please ensure there are no children present, however if this isn’t possible (& I am a Mum myself, so
fully understand this isn’t always possible!) then all children must maintain social distancing as above. Parents
are responsible for ensuring that their children maintain social distancing as per the guidelines above.

•

If anyone refuses to maintain the social distancing guidelines above then I will reserve the right to end the
appointment. The appointment would then need to be rebooked, subject to my availability and at an additional
charge.

•

The 2 metre distance cannot be maintained whilst I am actively doing your makeup so in accordance with
government guidelines I will be wearing the following PPE.

Full face visor
Medical grade, type II disposable facemask
Protective, disposable gloves
Disposable apron
These PPE measures will be put on when I arrive at your venue (home or actual venue) & removed & taken
with me to be disposed of when I leave.
•

To adhere to the government Track & Trace policy, I will be displaying a QR code which you can scan with
the NHS track and trace app or alternatively I will need to be given contact details for anyone having their
makeup done or anyone who is not able to maintain social distancing (2 metres apart) with me, even if they
are wearing PPE.
Any contact details taken will be kept in accordance with GDPR laws and only shared with the government
Track & Trace if necessary.

•

If any client is informed by Track & Trace that they may have potentially been exposed to Covid-19 and we
have had an appointment during any potential infection window, then please give the following details for me,
to the Track & Trace department.
Miss Amanda Ellen Twynam
25 Niblick Green, Chelmsford, CM3 3FS
07793281271
enquiries@asbridalmakeup.co.uk
I have very high risk family members, so even though I will be using full PPE I would very much like to be aware
of any potential infection risk as early as possible. Thank you.

•

Skin to skin contact will be avoided unless absolutely necessary. If necessary, I will use hand sanitiser and/or
wash my hands thoroughly before touching your skin directly.

•

All of my makeup kit will be fully disinfected prior to your appointment and where necessary items sanitised
during your appointment. The kit / items used will then be fully sanitised again after your appointment, or
before the next client.
If I am carrying out makeup for more than one person, then items will be sanitised between use or be for single
use only (one item per client, either fully sanitised after use or disposable).
I will use disposable items wherever possible, will bring my own bin & will dispose of any used items after your
appointment.

•

Where at all possible please ensure that the room we will be working in is well ventilated, with windows and
doors open allowing for natural ventilation. For this reason please dress warmly for your trial/wedding
morning.

•

Where possible, due to the additional items needed to ensure safe working, it is useful to have a table or
surface to work from. If you are unable to provide some work surface please do let me know. I will bring a
disposable table cloth to place over any work surface to avoid contamination.

•

Appointments are likely to take longer than usual with the additional measures. Please allow up to 4 hours for
your trial (bride only).

•

Please may I ask all clients to wash their hands and/or use hand sanitiser at the start of the appointment.
Please may I request that clients refrain from touching any part of my makeup kit to reduce the risk of
transmission.

•

If possible, please ensure that there is access to a sink for hand washing. I will provide my own soap and
towel, which I will take with me after use. If a sink is not possible, then I will use hand sanitiser.
I will try to avoid using a toilet during our appointment, however if necessary I will sanitise any items touched
after using the toilet.

•

Payments can no longer be accepted in cash and will be need to be paid by bank transfer, before the end of
the trial appointment or in accordance with my payment terms on my T&Cs please for any other payments
due.
Please note that these government guidelines are likely to change over the coming weeks. I will update you

•

with any changes as soon as possible. The full government guidelines for all ‘close contact’ work can be found
here: https://www.gov.uk/guidance/working-safely-during-coronavirus-covid-19/close-contact-services
•

I reserve the right to maintain any of these precautionary steps even after government guidelines have been
lifted, if I feel it is necessary for the safety of my clients, myself or my family.

Hopefully Covid-19 will soon be a thing of the past and we can all return to some sense of “normal” life, however in the
meantime I really appreciate your cooperation in helping to keep us all safe and well.
Thank you!
Amanda
AS Bridal Makeup
www.asbridalmakeup.co.uk
07793281271

